Abstract -This paper analyzes the application of clustering techniques for wind power scenario reduction. The results have shown the unimodal structure of the scenario generated under a Monte Carlo process. The unimodal structure has been confirmed by the modes found by the information theoretic learning mean shift algorithm. The paper also presents a new technique able to represent the wind power forecasting uncertainty by a set of representative scenarios capable of characterizing the probability density function of the wind power forecast. From an initial large set of sampled scenarios, a reduced discrete set of representative scenarios associated with a probability of occurrence can be created finding the areas of high probability density. This will allow the reduction of the computational burden in stochastic models that require scenario representation.
each time step. The presentation of these results, usually, is done in the form of intervals or quantiles, but this is a misleading form of presentation, because it gives the illusion of "trajectories" or time sequences. However, at each time step what one has is a marginal distribution, regardless of what happened in the previous time steps -the time dependency is absent from this representation.
However, for some applications, one cannot neglect time dependencies: it is the case, for instance, of unit commitment decisions to be made by system operators. Because of technical constraints, such as ramping limits or minimum shut down and start up times, and because of the nature of costs, the decisions to be made also involve time dependencies.
The traditional practice calls for deterministic models to be used by system operators in the decision making process. This was acceptable when the uncertainties were of limited amplitude, such as in load forecasting. However, wind generation uncertainty tends typically to be significantly greater than load forecasting uncertainty. Hence, the description of uncertainty must be incorporated in the models.
Because the decision models are usually based on mathematical programming approaches, the logical way to include uncertainty in a multiple time step optimization process is to adopt stochastic programming models. These models usually work with scenarios associated with probabilities. In the case of wind forecasting, a scenario is a time series or a particular sequence of values representing an assumed possible realization of wind power along some period.
A thorough description of wind power uncertainty would be by a probability density function in a space of multiple dimensions (the number of time steps within the prediction horizon). An approximate representation for this pdf can be obtained with a set of scenarios, sampled from the probability density function representing the historical (observed) error distribution. While this method is favorable since it is able to carry the information on the temporal development of uncertainty, the primary drawback of the scenario representation is its implied computational burden: a high number of scenarios is needed to accurately represent the associated uncertainty. This means the decision making involving stochastic optimization may turn prohibitively hard for such a large set of scenarios.
In this paper a technique of representing the wind power forecast related uncertainty with a reduced set of scenarios is analyzed. The development of a reduced scenario set is based on clustering methods. Within the process of reducing the initial large set of scenarios the newly obtained scenarios are T also associated with the probability related represents. The newly obtained set of represe could then be applied to computationally heav The proposed methodology assumes one large set of wind power scenarios generate Carlo sampling based method. Each scena Monte Carlo sample or a point in a space wh equal to the number of time steps considered scenarios should be a suitable approximation density function of wind power. One approaches to generate these scenarios is pres
The high density areas are substitute representative or focal scenario. Departing fr that the initial samples are sampled using process, the relative weight of each high d regards to all the samples becomes the p representative scenario representing that area
In this work, the scenarios sampled by u described in [1] are analyzed and the s scenarios is shown to be unimodal, by me information theoretic learning (ITL) mean sh [3] .
The goal of the presented work is to f representation of the shape of the probability by using a reduced set of scenarios with assig Having the assigned probabilities make reduction method adequate for risk assessm reduction topics from the literature commonly tree construction method [4] , [5] . This wor clustering approach without assuming any pa development characteristic of error. Given scenarios, the reduction level is only de tolerance admitted.
Depending on the particular power system the wind forecast uncertainty may carry larg The reduced set of scenarios obtained by discrete representation of the probability using a smaller weighted set of wind power smaller set of scenarios may increase the fe risk assessment models in a practical s favorable for managing the hedging costs. This paper describes the details of the mod presents the results for three day-ahead forec scenarios, in a study case built from realistic d II. SCENARIO GENERATION AND THE NEED REDUCTION The initial sets of scenarios used refer to a power forecasts in 2006, for a hypothetical w in the state of Illinois. Time series of day-ah point forecasts were obtained from the Nat Energy Laboratory's Eastern Wind Transmission Study [6] .
To produce wind power scenarios, w (forecasted and realized) were used to train estimation model, as well as to generate forecasted wind power, according to t introduced by Pinson et al. [1] , which producing scenarios under a Monte Carlo pro
The work presented shows how one can set of scenarios in a small set of clusters, bas of maximum density, associate each cluster probability value and represent each cluste d to the cluster it entative scenarios vy problems. e departs from a ed using a Monte ario is actually a hose dimension is d. This large set of of the probability of the possible sented in [1] . ed by a single rom the reasoning g a Monte Carlo density area with probability of the . using the process structure of such eans of using the hift algorithm [2] , find an adequate y density function gned probabilities. es the proposed ment. The scenario y use the scenario rk instead uses a articular temporal n a set of initial etermined by the m characteristics, ge hedging costs. y clustering is a density function scenarios. Such a easibility of using setting, which is del developed and casted wind power data.
D OF SCENARIO a day-ahead wind wind farm located head deterministic tional Renewable Integration and wind power data n the uncertainty scenarios for the the methodology is equivalent to ocess. n organize a large sed on a principle with an empirical er by a focal or representative scenario. This techniq of a cumulative distribution of clust the selection of the most representat keep a quantitative (probability) eva possibilities guaranteed -and, of cou the actual wind power series.
III. WIND POWER SCENARIO CLU FINDING

A. Application of classical clustering power scenarios
The classical pattern clustering te order to identify high probability den similar wind power scenarios.
The hierarchical clustering meth similarity (for agglomerative cluster the clusters from the samples. One s of hierarchy where each cluster cont the number of clusters is equal to th merges (agglomerates) progressive clusters [7] . At the very highest lev single cluster containing all the d levels of hierarchy, a common beh clustering methods is to group th relatively large cluster, while the re outliers. This behavior is observ scenarios generated according to [1] On the other hand, the classic Kto the separation of the initial sc clusters; however this clustering m high dispersion inside the clusters. T structure of the initial scenario set g behind the Monte Carlo sampling.
B. Modes finding using ITL Mean Sh
The hypothesis that the initi produced by the technique propos confirmed by using the ITL Mean Sh mean shift is a non-parametric mod on a kernel-based construction of the The mode finding method was a actual distribution represented by th unimodal, which seems to present a clustering methods, as discussed in When the mean shift algorithm is ap set, it just finds a single mode, confir hift Algorithm ial scenario distribution sed in [1] is unimodal is hift algorithm [2] , [3] . The de finding method, relying e search space surface. applied to confirm that the he initial set of scenarios is a difficulty for the classic n the previous subsection. pplied to a single day data rming the hypothesis. A test of the ability of the ITL Mean Shift with multimodal wind scenario distributions well. 1000 scenarios from three different da and Fig. 3 ) have been used as the input data scenarios. Each of the separate days shou mode, and the three-day data set, when merge were a single day, should then be three-moda This property may suggest that the I algorithm can effectively be used when the s algorithm to deal was designed, as ays (Fig.1, Fig. 2 set, totaling 3000 uld have a single ed together as if it al.
cenarios -thick lines ed sets.
an shift algorithm algorithm, refer to ble to successfully set resulting from ode is represented n evolution trends ITL Mean Shift set of scenarios is produced from ensembles and merge lost and can be recovered.
IV. NEW METHOD
Given a set of M wind power sce to some probability density function in forecasts, the aim of the reduc scenarios presenting high similarity reduced set, containing the represent Each set of merged scenarios associated to a certain frequency representative or focal scenario is the same probability value.
Let us denote the forecasted wind p P , … , P T for time horizon t 1, … , in scen also a point in a space of dimension The forecasted wind power scen with respect to the installed pow generator) in order to obtain the components lie in the range [0, 1] can be changed to [0, 100], if expressed as a percentage of the inst Different metrics can be used between two scenarios and in this paper, the maximum deviation , max where and are the two compared, and T is their dimension.
The reduction procedure begins w of wind power scenarios and then presenting the highest number of defined tolerance ε. Two scenar considered to be neighbors if the foll , The identified scenario with its ne the initial set and grouped in a cluste with the remaining part until the s neighbor within the defined toleran clusters is defined. Each of them i element together with a probability v For this method, it is necessary to scenario aggregation process. The v trade-off between accuracy and set r is related to the computational effort After identifying a cluster and it scenario is taken as the representativ cluster and replaces the cluster representation. Another option is to of the cluster to get the centroid of th thus produced by averaging of the option is to apply the ITL Mean S mode within the cluster. In these mode) the result is usually not an exi One should be careful in ch calculating the representative s ed -the information is not DOLOGY enarios sampled according describing the uncertainty ction process is to merge in order to produce a new tative scenarios only. forms a cluster and is within the sample -its erefore associated with the power as a series:
,
nario 1, … , . This is T. arios are normalized er of the wind farm (or e vectors , whose . Alternatively, this range the forecasted power is talled power. d to define the distance . For the work presented n has been used:
scenarios that are being with an extremely large set n one finds the scenario neighbors according to a rios and are lowing is satisfied:
eighbors are then cut from er. The process is repeated cenarios do not have any nce. In this way, a set of is associated with a focal value. o define a tolerance for the value of this tolerance is a reduction capability, which t. ts members, the attracting ve or focal scenario of the as a condensed discrete o calculate the mean value he cluster. This scenario is cluster members. A third Shift algorithm to find the latter cases (average or isting scenario. hoosing the options for cenario. Averaging the members of the cluster may artificially introduce smoothing effects in the new "artificial" scenario. This "average" scenario would not have been generated by the initial scenario generation process, so its behavior may not be in the line with the original probabilistic model that captured the predicted behavior of the wind power.
On the other hand, if a cluster member is chosen as the representative scenario, therefore becoming the focal element, the total expected value may deviate from the expected value of the whole set of scenarios. The preferred method for the focal scenario calculation thus depends on the purpose of the scenario reduction.
Each focal scenario is then associated with a probability value, calculated as the ratio between the number of scenarios in the cluster it represents and the total number of scenarios.
Finally, after choosing the representative scenarios and calculating the corresponding probabilities, the continuous probability density function of wind power initially represented by a large discrete sample becomes represented by a much smaller discrete set of focal scenarios, each with a probability value assigned.
V. RESULTS The methodology described above was applied to the sets of 1000 scenarios, for the three days illustrated in Fig. 1, Fig 2  and Fig 3 in Section III. The scenario reduction results are summarized in Fig 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. On the top line, the three windows illustrate the initial set of scenarios, the probability distribution associated to the clusters, ordered by decreasing probability value and the whole set of representative scenarios, obtained with the full distilling of the data set. On the lower line, the two first windows illustrate the two more populated clusters with their corresponding focal scenarios and the last figure presents the 5 most representative focal scenarios (with highest probability). The coverage of the possibilities, when only these 5 scenarios are retained, is indicated.
With the admissible tolerance ε set to 0.22, the initial 1000 scenario set of day 1 has been reduced to 70 clusters and 150 outliers (Fig. 5) . The 70 clusters represent 85% of the total number of scenarios The 5 most representative scenarios represent only about 42% of the 1000 initial scenarios.
If one decides to run a stochastic model only with the 5 most representative focal scenarios, one is missing 58% of the scenario representation, which may be considered as a risk measure -the risk of missing the adequate representation of wind power, for accepting the 5 focal scenarios as representative of the real distribution. To reduce the risk, one has to consider the addition of more scenarios. Naturally, this addition should be in an order following a decreasing value of the probability assigned to each cluster. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present results for days 2 and 3 with tolerance ε set to 0.18. The scenario reduction procedure has achieved 58 representative scenarios and 112 outliers (the 5 most representative scenarios contain about 60% of the 1000 initial scenarios) for day 2 and 52 representative scenarios and 50 outliers (the 5 most representative scenarios contain about 60% of the 1000 initial scenarios) for day3.
The number of obtained representative scenarios depends on the tolerance value ε and on the dispersion of the initial scenario data set. Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 illustrate the distribution of the maximum deviation between any pair of the original scenarios for the days 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Notice that day 1 presents the lowest number of pairs of scenarios displaying a maximum deviation lower than 0.1; in other words, day 1 has a lower number of similar scenarios according to the maximum deviation distance metric. This sets the base and rationale for defining tolerance values ε with distinct value for different days. VI. CONCLUSION Decision making processes in the operation of a power system must take into account the uncertainty in wind power prediction. The most convenient way to represent this uncertainty is by a set of scenarios.
A discrete approximation of the probability density function representing the uncertainty in wind power forecasting may be provided by a sampling procedure of the Monte Carlo type. However, to have an accurate representation of the probability density function covering all the forecasting space, an extremely large set of elementary scenarios is needed. But the size of this set is usually incompatible with the computational complexity of the stochastic programming algorithms which are time demanding and require high computational effort.
The methodology proposed in this paper can substitute a large scenario set by a smaller set of clusters, each one being replaced by a representative scenario associated with the probability of the cluster it represents.
The reduction capability depends on the admitted tolerance, distance metric used to define the clusters and the scenario dispersion. The choice of the metric and the admissible tolerance has to be defined in accordance with the problem for which the scenario reduction is being made and the level of accuracy needed for the results.
The method not only produces a set of focal or representative scenarios, but also orders them by probability value. It allows retaining a selected number of scenarios and understanding the risk of missing an adequate representation for truncating the scenario set, and it also allows one to choose the necessary number of scenarios in order to satisfy a maximum level of risk.
This work, therefore, is a contribution to facilitating the adoption of stochastic optimization models in operation planning, a move that is seen as necessary to embed the uncertainty in wind power forecasting in the system operators' decision making process. 
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